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double meaning of certain words — is

laid bare,” said Luke

Hersherson, whose chain of

Hersherson's blow dry bars charges £28 for a 30-

minute appointment.

“Two years ago, our

most requested style was big and brushed, a full-

on groomed ‘do’, he said. “Now our number

one look is a low-key

wave. We use hairdryers to functionally dry the

hair and then we use our hands and tongs.”

America’s biggest

blow-dry chain, Blo, is

part-owned by Gwyneth

Paltrow and opened a

branch in Covent

Garden, London, earlier

this year. Its toused

“pillow talk” style for

L28 is among the most

popular. It even

describes it as “messy”

on their menu.

“We encourage our

clients to go for a more

worn-in look,” said

Louise Prett, of the

Myla

salons. “That

tidy ‘done’ isn’t cool

anymore. Even the

wedding hair that we do
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Kao’s that identified “clusters

of objects displayed in the cartoon with

engineers at Microsoft, decided to try

to lighten his workload by building a

computer program that could sort the

wheat from the chaff.

It was a tough gig for a bundle of

microchips. One cartoon features a car

salesman trying to fog a vehicle with

lungs and hairy legs. Suggestions from

readers include: “Belated it just smells the

other car on you”; “The spare leg is in the

trunk”; “The spare leg is in the

trunk”, and “Comfortably eats six.”

Speaking at a conference in Australia

yesterday, the Microsoft scientists said

they had built a model similar to Ms

Kao’s that identified “clusters” of

humour in the submissions and in

the objects displayed in the cartoon with

help from human judges.

Gradually, it learnt to pick out incon-

gruous words and phrases and to com-

pare them for funniness. The model is

as yet some way off perfection, manag-

ing to pick the “funnier” of any given

pair of cartoons about two thirds of the

time. Nor will computers be making up

their own jokes any time soon.

“I would say that having a program

modify and improve existing puns, or

generate puns using simple, predefined

templates, shouldn’t be too hard,” Ms

Kao said “However, making a program

that creates pun sentences from

scratch... is still very challenging.”